Abstract Little is known about the manual tracking of targets that move in three dimensions. In the present study, human subjects followed, with the tip of a handheld pen, a virtual target moving four times (period 5 s) around a novel, unseen path. Two basic types of target paths were used: a peanut-shaped Cassini ellipse and a quasi-spherical shape where four connected semicircles lay in orthogonal planes. The quasi-spherical shape was presented in three different sizes, and the Cassini shape was varied in spatial orientation and by folding it along one of the three bend axes. During the first cycle of Cassini shapes, the hand lagged behind the target by about 150 ms on average, which decreased to 100 ms during the last three cycles. Tracking performance gradually improved during the first 3 s of the first cycle and then stabilized. Tracking was especially good during the smooth, planar sections of the shapes, and time lag was significantly shorter when the tracking of a lowfrequency component was compared to performance at a higher frequency (À88 ms at 0.2 Hz vs. À101 ms at 0.6 Hz). Even after the appropriate adjustment of the virtual target path to a virtual shape tracing condition, tracking in depth was poor compared to tracking in the frontal plane, resulting in a flattening of the hand path. In contrast to previous studies where target trajectories were linear or sinusoidal, these complex trajectories may have involved estimation of the overall shape, as well as prediction of target velocity.
Introduction
Early studies of hand and eye tracking hinted at various reactive, predictive and anticipatory mechanisms (Poulton 1974; Yasui and Young 1975) . More recent experiments show that during hand or eye tracking in one dimension, subjects require only a few trials to begin to anticipate the speed or frequency of a target repeatedly moving at the same constant speed or oscillation frequency (Barnes and Marsden 2002; Barnes et al. 2000) ; this phenomenon may be related to the well-known ability of humans to follow low-frequency, sinusoidal target motion with no time lag (Dallos and Jones 1963) . Well-trained monkeys can also follow, with the eyes, more complex, two-dimensional (2D) target motions, and they do this with zero lag for low frequencies and lags gradually approaching 100 ms for higher frequencies (Kettner et al. 1996) . However, in spite of these and other similar observations, the possible types and mechanisms of anticipation and prediction remain unclear, especially for targets that travel along complex trajectories in three dimensions.
When subjects move the hand in two or three dimensions, they tend to follow several ''rules'' including: (1) use of small speed pulses for error corrections, (2) piecewise planar hand paths due to maintenance of a particular phase relation between elbow and shoulder angles and (3) a lawful relation between hand speed and hand path curvature (Roitman et al. 2004; Terzuolo 1986, 1987b; Viviani et al. 1987) . These rules may also be followed during the tracking of complex target trajectories, and these characteristics may change over the course of several repetitions, as the shape and timing of the target path and trajectory become familiar.
Little work has been done on manual tracking in three dimensions (3D), but there are several reasons to hypothesize that tracking performance in depth is relatively poor. Oculomotor tracking of targets in 3D is much better for azimuth and elevation, than for depth (vergence) (Gielen et al. 2004) . Since gaze affects the accuracy of pointing (Bock 1986; Henriques et al. 1998; Medendorp and Crawford 2002) , errors in ocular tracking may affect the accuracy of hand tracking (see also Soechting et al. 2001) . Furthermore, errors for pointing to remembered targets in three dimensions are greater for the depth dimension than for the other two dimensions (Adamovich et al. 1998; Soechting and Flanders 1989a, b; Admiraal et al. 2003) , and there are many potential strategies for tracking targets that move in depth (see, e.g., Harris and Drga 2005) .
In the present study, we examined three aspects of manual tracking performance. First, we determined whether or not subjects gradually improved their performance while tracking a target that moved with a natural speed profile, four times in succession, along the invisible perimeter of a 3D shape. The shape was designed to be novel but symmetrical and piecewise planar. Secondly, we compared the more pulsatile response to an abrupt change in the plane of target motion to tracking performance during smoothly curved, planar sections. We expected that the first two aspects of our study would provide a quantification of the process of target trajectory learning and prediction. The final aspect of our study was a comparison of hand tracking performance across the three dimensions of the target motion, i.e., we compared tracking in depth to tracking in the horizontal and vertical dimensions. A relatively poor performance in depth might correspond to a relatively poor use of visual cues for motion in depth.
Methods
The results of our experiment will be reported in a set of two papers: this paper and a companion paper (Flanders et al. 2005) . In each recording session, a human subject first tracked (with the tip of a hand-held pen) a target that moved along the perimeter of a 3D shape (''tracking condition''). The target was a sphere (with a diameter of 2.5 cm) that moved along an unseen path, and the hand never blocked the view of the target (Fig. 1a) . The subject then traced the same target path, now fully visible as a curved tube with the same diameter (Figs. 1c, 2; ''tracing condition''). Finally, the subject drew the shape, in the same spatial location, from memory (''drawing condition''). This paper examines the manual tracking performance in the tracking condition, whereas the second paper (Flanders Fig. 1 The experiment was designed to allow subjects to gradually become familiar with novel, but symmetrical target trajectories. a The illustration shows how the pen tip followed the virtual target sphere around the unseen path of a Cassini shape (dashed lines and arrows). A schematic of the Cassini shape shows the axes along which bends occurred (b). The boundaries of the six sections are defined by each possible bend location. One 4-Plane shape is also shown (c). This shape was made by joining the ends of four semicircles. For clarity, this shape is shown rotated from the subject's perspective (20°around the vertical axis and 30°around the horizontal axis) et al. 2005 ) compares several other aspects of the arm movements (e.g., planarity and speed/curvature relations) across all three conditions (tracking, tracing and drawing). The relative locations of the body, arm and target are shown in Fig. 1 of the companion paper (Flanders et al. 2005) . Subjects wore red/green glasses (as described below) and eye movements were not recorded. Fig. 2 The main shape used in this experiment was a peanutshaped Cassini ellipse (a). It was in a plane rotated 45°about the horizontal (X) axis, such that the bottom of the shape was closer to the subject. To generate another orientation (b) we rotated the shape 80°about the vertical (Y) axis, so that subjects saw a side view. In addition to these shapes, we altered the Cassini ellipse by folding it along three axes. It was bent along the long axis (c and d), the short axis (e and f) and an oblique axis (g and h). In this figure, the magnitude of all the bends is 60°, but we also bent each shape 30°. For all conditions, the subject began at the location of the discontinuity and moved clockwise around the shape. All the shapes are shown from the perspective of the subject
Target shapes
Our aim was to create shapes that would be somewhat unfamiliar to subjects. We used two basic types of target path: a peanut-shaped Cassini ellipse (''Cassini shape, '' Figs. 1b, 2) and a more spherical shape where four connected semicircles lay in horizontal and vertical planes (''4-Plane shape,'' Fig. 1c ). The Cassini shapes were modified by showing them from front and side orientations, and they were also folded along one of the three axes (Table 1 ). The 4-Plane shapes were shown in three different sizes (Table 1) .
Cassini ellipse shapes
Eight of the 14 Cassini shapes are shown in Fig. 2 . All of the shapes are rendered from the subject's perspective; the subject's eyes were aligned with the center of the shape. The shapes were composed of planar curved segments, and to make the target motion as natural as possible, within each plane we programmed the target speed to approximately obey the two-thirds power law (Lacquaniti et al. 1983 ). Thus, speed changed throughout the Cassini shapes, but the average speed was 26 cm/s.
In Fig. 2a, b , we show the basic shape without bends, in frontal and side orientations, respectively. When viewed from the subject's perspective or from above, the target always traveled clockwise around the unseen path. The word ''indent'' will be used to refer to the impressions between the two main lobes of the shape; they occurred at times 1,250 and 3,750 ms in each 5,000 ms cycle. The equations used to make the basic (Front No Bend) Cassini shape were:
where R=32 cm and A=0.5. We used a right-handed coordinate system with the Z-axis in the vertical direction, the X-axis in the frontal plane, horizontal direction, and the Y-axis in depth (inset, Fig. 1a ). The width of the shape was 32 cm and the long axis was 48 cm. To give them depth, the Cassini shapes were then rotated 45°around the horizontal axis through the center of the shape. For the frontal orientation (Fig. 2a) , the bottom of the shape was closer to the subject (thus the bottom appears larger in the 3D rendering). For the side orientation (Fig. 2b) , the shape was also rotated 80°a round the vertical axis. Another difference between the front and side orientations was that the starting position was at the top for the front orientation and at the bottom for the side orientation. In Fig. 2 , starting position is depicted as a discontinuity. Figure 1b and Table 1 list the axes along which the Cassini shapes were folded. The word ''bend'' will be used to refer to a perimeter location where the shape was folded. The bends were either 30°or 60°(see Table 1 ), but only the 60°bends are shown in Fig. 2 . Figure 2c , d shows the shape bent along the long axis for the frontal and side orientations, respectively. Figure 2e , f shows the shape bent along the short axis, and Fig. 2g , h shows the shape bent along the oblique axis.
4-Plane shapes
The 4-Plane shapes were made from four semicircles, each placed in a plane perpendicular to the plane of the previous semicircle (Fig. 1c) . Two semicircles were in horizontal planes and the openings faced away from the subjects; two were in parasagittal planes and the openings faced towards the subject. Each semicircle for the small 4-Plane shape had a radius of 8 cm; therefore the shape was 16 cm in the frontal plane and 16 cm in depth. The medium 4-Plane shape had radii of 14 cm, and the large 4-Plane shape had radii of 20 cm. For the small shape, the target moved at a constant speed of 11.42 cm/s, for the medium shape at 19.99 cm/s and for the large shape at 28.56 cm/s.
Procedures
All experimental procedures were in accordance with the human subjects regulations of Radboud University Nijmegen, where the recording sessions took place. Six subjects volunteered for the experiment (four females and two males; four right handed and two left handed; average age 33±12 (SD) years). Two subjects (one right and one left handed) repeated the experiment and for these subjects, corresponding data (such as error or lag) from the two sessions were averaged. Subjects were presented with the shapes in a pseudorandom order; each of the 17 shapes was presented once (i.e., seven Cassini shapes in frontal view, seven Cassini shapes in side view and three 4-Plane shapes). For every shape, subjects were first asked to track a single moving target, and then after short rests of about 30 s, they traced and then drew from memory. For the tracking trials, the target continued to move around the shape four times. Each complete revolution around the shape will be termed a ''cycle.'' Measurement system Infrared light-emitting diode markers were placed on the right shoulder, elbow and wrist and on the tip of a penlike object held in the right hand. The pen tip extended 2 cm from the tip of the index finger (see Fig. 1a ). Subjects were asked to track, trace or draw with the tip of the pen and were required to refrain from bending the wrist. The 3D locations of the markers were recorded with an Optotrak 3020 system (Northern Digital Inc.) at 100 Hz and with a precision of better than 0.15 mm in all dimensions. The Optotrak system was mounted from the ceiling above the subject at a distance of approximately 2.5 m from the subject, tilted down at an angle of 30°relative to the ceiling. For the analyses presented in this paper, we only examined the movement of the marker on the pen tip (the ''hand'' marker).
Target projection system
Targets were produced using a 3D virtual reality system. The room lights were dimmed as the subject donned red/ green glasses and sat with the head at a distance of 90 cm from a large vertical screen (2 m · 2 m). Two images of a ball in front of a checkerboard pattern background were rear-projected onto the screen, one in green representing the projection of the 3D scene as viewed by the left eye and one in red representing the projection of the 3D scene as viewed by the right eye, using an LCD projector (Philips 4750) with a frame rate of 60 Hz. Custom software was used to calculate the desired locations and sizes of the projection of the checkerboard pattern and the ball on the projection screen providing the subject with stereovision when viewed through the red (Kodak Wratten no. 25) and green (Kodak Wratten no. 58) glasses, for the right and left eyes, respectively. The images for the left and right eyes were generated in the proper perspective relative to the observer such that the ball was perceived in front of the checkerboard pattern, relative to the subject. The position of the ball could change relative to the checkerboard pattern, which was always at the same position. Due to strong disparity and size cues, this binocular presentation gave the impression of a bright sphere moving through space in front of a dimmer checkerboard background.
The virtual reality system was initially calibrated by presenting a small virtual reality sphere with a diameter of 1 cm at various positions in space relative to a subject. The virtual targets were presented for 2 s and then disappeared. Subjects were instructed to bring the tip of the index finger to the perceived target position as soon as the target disappeared. These pointing positions were compared to the position of the fingertip when subjects were instructed to point to the position of real targets at the same positions in 3D space as the programmed virtual reality targets. Mean errors between pointing positions to the virtual and real targets were less than 4% for targets in the frontal plane and less than 7% for the depth dimension.
For a proper perspective of the 3D virtual target relative to the subject, the inter-pupillary distance has to be taken into account in the software for the 3D virtual projection of the stimuli. For this experiment, all target trajectories were generated assuming that the interpupillary distance was 6 cm for each subject. This created small differences between the programmed target position and the perceived target position. To correct for these subject-specific differences in inter-pupillary distance, use of depth cues and strategies for placement of the pen tip relative to the target, during the data analysis, we calibrated the target trajectories based on each individual subject's performance during the tracing condition (i.e., when the pen tip was moved around the fully visible shapes). First, we used regression analysis to find the best parameters to center and scale the intended target path to the subject's tracing path for each shape individually. Then, we combined the calculated regression parameters to scale all of the target paths for each subject according to a single linear 3D gain and bias. The calibrated target paths then used in the analysis were similar to the programmed target paths. For example, the target shapes shown in Fig. 3 (thick dashed lines) are the result of the calibration procedure.
Data analysis

Cycles and sections
For each shape, the target moved in four consecutive cycles. For the Cassini shapes, each target cycle lasted 5 s; for the 4-Plane shapes, each target cycle lasted 6.7 s. During analysis, each cycle of each Cassini shape was separated into subcycles, which were defined by the six possible bends and indents (see Fig. 1b ).
Position and velocity
Data were collected in a 3D coordinate system and saved for offline analysis. As mentioned above, the right-handed coordinate system was defined such that the frontal, horizontal dimension was the X-axis (positive to the right of the subject), the depth dimension was the Y-axis (positive forward from the subject) and the vertical dimension was the Z-axis (positive upward).
The position of the target and hand was graphed over time for each dimension. column, thick dashed line) shows the X-, Y-and Zcoordinates of the target trajectory for one Cassini shape (Side 60°Long). Note the magnified scale for the Y (depth) dimension in Fig. 4c . The position data were differentiated to compute velocity. The velocity over time for the Side 60°Long shape is depicted in the right column of Fig. 4 (thick, dashed line). In each panel in Fig. 4 , there are four vertical lines. As indicated in Fig. 4e , the double vertical lines denote the times of the midpoint of each indent (1,250 and 3,750 ms) and the single vertical lines denote the times when an abrupt bend occurred. For the Side 60°Long shape, the bends were located at the middle of the shape (2,500 ms) and at the end of each cycle (0 and 5,000 ms).
Direction
The direction of the target and hand motion was calculated in the frontal and the sagittal planes using the velocity from the dimensions that make up each plane:
H FP and H SP represent the directions in the frontal plane and the sagittal plane, respectively (see Fig. 5 for an example).
Distance, speed and direction error
For each point in time we calculated the distance between the 3D target and hand positions (distance error,
The subscript T indicates target position and the subscript H indicates hand position.
We used two methods to calculate the difference between the target and hand speed. First we found the signed speed error (E ±spd ) by subtracting the hand speed from the target speed:
We also computed the magnitude of the velocity error or the unsigned speed error (E spd ) in a manner similar to the calculation of the distance error:
We calculated the direction error in the two planes by finding the absolute difference between the target and hand directions:
The direction error was calculated in the frontal and sagittal planes separately.
Position, velocity and direction lag/lead
We tested whether the subjects were responding to the target motion or anticipating it by calculating a lag/lead measure for position, velocity and direction. Lag is given a negative value and lead is given a positive value. Crosscorrelation analysis was used to find the overall time lag/ lead for each cycle. All times from À350 to +350 ms were tested in 10 ms intervals to determine the lag and the correlation coefficient. A similar analysis was also applied to selected subsections of the data. In order to test for differences between various correlation coefficients, we converted them to Z-scores.
A full cycle was excluded from statistical analysis if the cross-correlation analysis did not reveal a peak within the ±350 ms time interval (i.e., if the maximum value occurred at the maximum shift). Data representing the depth dimension or the sagittal plane had many more cycles excluded than did data representing the horizontal or vertical dimensions or the frontal plane. Of the 408 total cycles, those excluded were: 79 for depth position lag, 0 for horizontal position lag, 1 for vertical position lag, 29 for depth velocity lag, 1 for horizontal velocity lag and 1 for vertical velocity lag. The sagittal plane direction lag had 12 cycles excluded, whereas the frontal plane direction lag had only 1 cycle excluded.
We also quantified the transfer function of the hand motion (output) and target motion (input) at various frequencies by computing Bode plots. For this analysis, we applied the transfer function subroutine in LabVIEW software (National Instruments, Inc.) to the data from four consecutive cycles. Because the frequency spectrum of the target motion was limited, we focused on the target's fundamental frequency (0.2 Hz) and the third harmonic (0.6 Hz). We then converted phase lag to time lag.
Instantaneous lag (in position)
In addition to using cross-correlation and frequency domain analyses to find the overall lag for the entire cycle, we also wanted to find the lag for each hand position, within each cycle (see Fig. 8 ). To do this, for each instantaneous hand position, we calculated the distance to a range of possible positions of the target. We included all target positions from 1 s before the current
time until the current time. Thus, we generated a vector of distance error values:
where the index i is the sample interval, which ranges from the current time at this hand position (t) to the time 1,000 ms earlier (t-1,000 ms). Thus, the subscript H(t) indicates the hand position at the current time and the subscript T(i) indicates all of the target positions from the current time to 1 s earlier. The result of Eq. 9 was a vector of error values for each hand position. We then searched for the minimum Error i (t) value and found the time difference between the time when the target was the closest (Time(min(Error i (t)))) and the current time t:
This time difference will be called the instantaneous lag (Lag). For comparison, we repeated this analysis to also allow for leads of up to 100 ms.
Results
Tracking position in three dimensions
The path of the hand marker (i.e., the LED on the pen tip) approximated the calibrated target path. Figure 3 displays position data for four shapes, tracked by one subject. The thick dashed lines represent the path of the target, the thick solid line shows the hand tracking for the first cycle and the thinner lines represent the second, third and fourth cycles. The first cycle had greater error. For example, in Fig. 3a the thick line starts out (arrow) farther away from the target line. This is also seen for the top semicircle in the Medium 4-Plane shape (Fig. 3b ) and the first quarter of the Side 60°Long shape (Fig. 3d) . The tracking for the next three cycles was fairly consistent. Across all conditions and all subjects, the tracking also appeared to be better in the frontal plane than in depth.
In the left column of Fig. 4 , we show, for each dimension, the position of target and hand motion for one subject, for the Side 60°Long shape. The results displayed here are typical of all subjects. The dashed line represents the target motion, the thick solid line represents the hand motion during the first cycle and the thinner lines represent the hand motion for the remaining cycles. As explained under Methods, the vertical double lines represent the times when the target was at the center of an indent and the single vertical lines represent the times when an abrupt bend occurred.
The subject was very accurate in tracking the target in the frontal plane, in both the horizontal and vertical dimensions (Fig. 4a, e) . There was little position error, and the subject was fairly consistent across cycles. For the vertical dimension, the most error appeared to occur in the first 500 ms of each cycle, when the target was traveling mostly upward (Fig. 4e) . For the horizontal dimension, the most error occurred at the middle of each cycle; this is when the target motion had an abrupt bend and reversed horizontal direction (2,500 ms; Fig. 4a ). The subject also typically lagged behind the target, as evidenced by the hand data being shifted to the right relative to the target data.
The target position was not tracked as well in depth, and thus there were large depth position errors across the entire shape. For example, in Fig. 4c , the hand data show little modulation. During tracking, subjects typically made the tracked shapes flatter than their own traced shapes (which were used to scale the programmed target path). To quantify this, we calculated the ratio between the range of hand position and the range of adjusted target position. We averaged the ranges of the four cycles to get one value for each trial and then averaged across the 17 shapes and 6 subjects (n=102). The result was 0.82 (±0.19 SD) for depth, compared to 0.98 (±0.08 SD) and 1.04 (±0.11 SD) for the horizontal and vertical dimensions, respectively. ANOVA with Scheffe´'s post hoc test showed that the value for the Y-dimension was significantly lower than for the X-and Z-dimensions, and also that the value for X was less than for Z (F(2, 303)=72.00, P<0.001). 
Tracking velocity in three dimensions
Velocity data for each dimension (for the same trial) are shown in the right column of Fig. 4 . Target velocity was tracked very well, especially in the horizontal and vertical dimensions (Fig. 4b, f) . Furthermore, the subject's velocity patterns were consistent across the cycles for each dimension, especially for cycles 2-4 (thin lines). However, the hand velocity lagged behind the target velocity, most obviously just after the target had a large change in velocity. For example, in the horizontal dimension, between 1,250 and 2,500 ms, the target velocity changed rapidly. The hand velocity followed this change with a slight lag.
In contrast to depth position where there was little similarity between traces representing the target and the hand (Fig. 4c) , the hand's depth velocity clearly followed some of the large, smooth fluctuations in the target's depth velocity (Fig. 4d) . This suggests that subjects may perform poorly for slow changes in target depth position, but may track the smooth, fast changes quite well. This would indicate that the tracking in depth is less responsive to the lowest frequencies in the target motion.
The influence of the target bends (the highest frequency in the target motion) was quite apparent in the hand velocity traces. For the bend at 2,500 ms (single vertical line in the middle of each graph), the target suddenly traveled in a direction that would not have been predicted from a smooth continuation of the target's trajectory prior to the bend. The subject responded with an overshoot in horizontal velocity (Fig. 4b) and responded substantially later in depth velocity (Fig. 4d) . Thus, as might be expected, abrupt bends in the target trajectory could be quite disruptive to hand tracking.
Frequency response
The data presented in Fig. 4 suggest two interrelated conclusions. First, there seems to be a distinct corrective response following the bends, with a relatively long reaction time. Secondly, the overall lag seems to be longer for high-than for low-frequency components of the target motion. We quantified these phenomena using data from all subjects.
First, we focused on measuring the reaction time to a bend by doing cross-correlation analysis on the cycle 2-4 subsections ranging from 2,500 to 3,500 ms. Using a paired t test, we compared time lags for the Front and Side 60°Long shapes to the corresponding data from Front and Side Cassini shapes with no bends. We tested each of the six position and velocity parameters separately and found a significant difference (at P<0.01) in each case. The results (in ms) for 60°Long shapes versus No Bend shapes were: À160 versus À70 for X-position, À179 versus À86 for Y-position, À180 versus À85 for Z-position, À177 versus À80 for X-velocity, À230 versus À114 for Y-velocity and À192 versus À91 for Z-velocity.
Thus the reaction to bends occurred after about À190 ms, compared to lags of about À90 ms for the comparable smooth sections. The analysis indicated the longest bend reaction time (À230 ms) when the crosscorrelations were applied to data from the depth (Y) dimension.
We also used a standard frequency domain analysis to evaluate the reaction of the manual pursuit system to high-and low-frequency components of the complex target motion. We generated Bode plots to examine the gain and phase of the hand/target transfer function for each of the six positional and velocity parameters. For the X-and Z-dimensions at 0.6 and 0.2 Hz and for the Y (depth) dimension at 0.6 Hz, the analysis revealed gains near one and time lags near 100 ms. However, for the base frequency (0.2 Hz) in depth (Y), the analysis suggested low gains (around 0.7) and phase leads (around +380 ms). Since a 380 ms lead in only one dimension is implausible, we interpret this to suggest that tracking in depth of low-frequency components is very poor.
Limiting our quantification to the X-and Z-dimensions, we did a paired t test to compare time lags at the higher (0.6 Hz) and lower (0.2 Hz) frequencies for all subjects and all Cassini shapes. The average lags were À101 ms at 0.6 Hz and À88 ms at 0.2 Hz, and these values were significantly different from one another (t=5.57, 278, P<0.001). Thus both the cross-correlation and the transfer function analyses indicated that the hand tracking in the frontal plane was better (in terms of time lag) for the smooth, low-frequency portions of the complex trajectory.
Tracking direction in the frontal and sagittal planes
We found that the pattern of changes in hand direction matched the pattern of changes in target direction with a lag and some error (Fig. 5) . The indents were not noticeably disruptive in position and velocity (see Fig. 4 ), but they produced many errors in direction (near the double lines in Fig. 5 ). During the indents, subjects often made small loops, with direction changing by 360°. Because the direction measure is circular, in the graphs in Fig. 5 , a full rotation would appear as a smooth change in direction with a single, abrupt reversal at some point. An example of this is seen in the plot of sagittal plane direction (Fig. 5b) just prior to the midpoint of the first indent (approximately 1,050 ms) for the final two cycles (thin lines). Due to the point of view of the 3D graphs in Fig. 3d , it is difficult to determine whether the subject made a loop in the sagittal plane. However, we examined these cycles in detail and found that the subject did make a small loop on each of the final two cycles. Interestingly, a similar abrupt change in direction is not seen in the frontal plane direction because, while the hand made a change of 360°in direction from the sagittal view, it maintained correct motion in the frontal plane. Thus the 3D shape of the hand motion was a spiral.
In accord with the two-thirds power law (Lacquaniti et al. 1983 ) and the time course of the target motion, the hand slowed down during the tight curvature of the indent in the target path. Since direction was calculated using velocity values, if the X-or Y-component of velocity became zero, the directions in the fronto-parallel plane (Eq. 3) and the sagittal plane (Eq. 4) were undefined and the direction changed spuriously (as in the first cycle at the end of the second indent). Thus, the direction sometimes appears to change rapidly just because the subject slowed down.
In consonance with the results for velocity, the subject required a great deal of time to respond, in direction, to the bends (single vertical lines, Fig. 5 ). After the bend at 2,500 ms the target was traveling in a direction that was not predictable as a continuation of the previous motion. In both planes, the subject made a quick correction to align the hand motion with the direction of target motion. The correction was made in the frontal plane slightly sooner than that in the sagittal plane.
Distance and speed error during tracking
Average distance error for all subjects and Cassini shapes is shown in Fig. 6a for the first cycle (red line) and for the combination of all the other cycles (blue line). The vertical line hatching around each trace represents the 95% confidence interval. As in previous figures, the double vertical lines represent the time of the midpoint of indents and the single vertical lines show the times of all possible bends. (The long axis bends occurred at 2,500 and 5,000 ms, the oblique axis bends at 2,000 and 4,500 ms and the short axis bends at the midpoints of the indents.)
The pattern of distance errors was similar across the cycles. There was a large error at the beginning of the cycle (especially for the first cycle), then a reduction in that error beginning around 400 ms. Furthermore, after each of the indents and bends there was a small increase in distance error. Between 1,250 ms (first set of double lines) and 3,000 ms, the average distance error rose due to the indent and because of the increased occurrence of bends. The distance error decreased during the later half of the cycle, perhaps because subjects had a better estimate of the target shape after completing the first half. The error during the first cycle (red line) was considerably larger than during the other cycles (blue line) for the first 750 ms and appeared slightly larger than the other cycles until approximately 3,000 ms.
For all cycles, the unsigned speed error was large at the beginning of the cycle and after each possible bend (Fig. 6b) . The signed speed error indicates that the subjects tended to slow down (negative error) after an indent or bend (Fig. 6c) . Unsigned speed error decreased during times when the target motion was smooth (no bends or indents). During these times the signed speed error was positive, indicating that the subject used the smooth portions of the target motion to catch up. The first cycle was somewhat different from the others in that the unsigned speed error was much larger for the first 750 ms while the subject was responding to the onset of the target motion and catching up to the target (Fig. 6b) . When the subjects did respond, they had to move faster to catch up to the target. They were moving slower than the target for the first 375 ms and then faster than the target from 375 to 1,350 ms (Fig. 6c) . The unsigned error remained elevated compared to the other cycles until approximately 3,500 ms.
Distance, speed and direction error and lag across the cycles In our measures of position, velocity and direction, it appears that the errors were largest in the first cycle. Thus, we tested for differences in the magnitude of errors and the time lags across the four cycles. The results of these analyses show that indeed there was more error and a greater lag during the first cycle (Fig. 7) . The first cycle had significantly more error than all the other cycles in over half the measures (open symbols in Fig. 7 , see Table 2 for details). Furthermore, the trend was evident in all measures except for the frontal plane (FP) direction error (Fig. 7e) . For some of the individual measures, not all subsequent cycles were significantly different from the first, but no data were contrary to the trend (see post hoc results in Table 2 ). Cycles 2-4 were always the same in every measure. Thus, these results indicate that much improvement was made during the first cycle and that little improvement was made thereafter.
In contrast to the other lag values (Fig. 7b, d, f) , the depth position (Y) lead/lag showed a slight lead for the final three cycles. This is consistent with our frequency domain analysis, showing that slow changes in depth position were tracked very poorly, perhaps resulting in spurious lead values. Subjects tended to track rapid changes in depth much better than slow changes in depth. As shown in Fig. 7d , velocity lags for all three dimensions showed steady-state lags around À100 ms for cycles 2-4. Thus for most parameters, lag was around À150 ms for the first cycle and À100 ms for cycles 2-4.
Instantaneous lag during each cycle
It was possible that in the first cycle, our error and lag measures were biased by the unavoidably large errors during the reaction time; this might largely account for the result shown in Fig. 7 . Thus we created a measure of instantaneous lag (shown schematically in Fig. 8a) , which allowed us to document fluctuations in position lag and to determine the time course of the improvement in performance within the first cycle.
The instantaneous lag for several shapes is presented in Fig. 8b -e (the same shapes as in Fig. 3) . As in the previous figures, data from the first cycle are shown with a thick line and data from the other cycles are shown with thinner lines. Inevitably, due to the reaction time, the first part of the first cycle had more lag than the other cycles. However, the first cycle also had more lag than subsequent cycles until approximately 3,000 ms.
When we examined the average of all the Cassini shapes, we found that the first cycle had more lag than the other cycles for about 3 s of the 5 s (Fig. 8f) . Due to the visual reaction time and the time needed to catch up to the target, for approximately the first 1,000 ms of the first cycle (red line), there was much more lag than for the other cycles (blue line). Around the time when the target slowed down for the indent (1,000-1,500 ms), the lags were similar across all four cycles, but from 1,690-3,150 ms, the lag in the first cycle was again significantly greater than the lag in the other cycles. Thus for the majority of the first 3 s of the first cycle, the subjects had more lag than in the other cycles. These results show that the main effect of increased lag during the first cycle is not simply due to the reaction time for starting the trial; it continues for about 3 s.
We wondered whether this value of 3 s represented an absolute time needed to engage predictive tracking or if, in contrast, the time depended on the amount of experience with specific features of the target shape. We therefore examined the averaged data for all 4-Plane shapes and found that the first cycle became as accurate as subsequent cycles after 2,310 ms (data not shown). This value of about 2.3 s did not differ depending on whether it was the subject's first, second or third experience with the 4-Plane shape; it corresponds to about half-way through the second (of four) semicircles, which were identical except for their spatial orientation.
We also modified our calculation of instantaneous lag to allow for a position lead and repeated the analysis for Negative values indicate that the subject was lagging behind the target. Stars were used as the symbol when the first cycle was significantly different from all other cycles. Diamonds were used when the first cycle was different from the fourth cycle and the square indicates that the first cycle was different from the third cycle. The second, third and fourth cycles were never significantly different from one another all shapes. The results were very similar. We found that a slight lead (less than 40 ms) occurred only for the 4-Plane shapes and only near the end of each planar segment (at 3.0, 4.7 and 6.5 s; compare these times with Fig. 8c where no lead was allowed in the calculation).
Tracking error comparisons across the sections of the Cassini shapes
We examined the influence of the bends on performance by comparing the error and lag measures across comparable subcycles of the different shapes. If the bend caused a disruption in tracking, a subcycle after a bend would have more error than the comparable subcycle of a shape where there was no bend. The results of the analysis are detailed in Table 3 and drawn schematically in Fig. 9 , where the entire Cassini shape is redrawn to represent each error measure. For example, the distance error is represented by the inside shape and the instantaneous lag measure is the outermost shape. Each set of shapes corresponds to a specific bend type: long (a), short (b) and oblique (c). The shaded areas indicate the sections of the shapes in which our hypothesis would predict more error if the bends were disruptive. The thick dashed lines indicate the sections where the error was significantly larger (see Table 3 ). In accord with our prediction, the highlighted sections for each bend type contain the most dashed lines. Except in one case, the subcycles in the shape without bends did not have more error than the subcycles following bends (Table 3 ; frontal plane (FP) direction error in Section 3). For shapes that had a long axis bend (Fig. 9a) , there was more speed and direction error and the lag was longer at the beginning of the shape (Section 1) and in the subcycle after the center of the shape (Section 4). For shapes with a short axis bend (Fig. 9b) , there tended to be more error and longer lags in the sections just after the bends (Sections 2 and 5), but not in as many measures as for the other bend types. This may be due to the fact that short axis bends occurred in conjunction with indents, which also caused errors in every shape type. The oblique bends caused the most error (Fig. 9c) . Not only was the error larger just after the oblique bends (Sections 3 and 6) but also in other sections, suggesting that the irregularity of this shape may have degraded overall performance.
Tracking error comparisons across the three dimensions From the position and velocity graphs in Fig. 4 , the transfer function analysis and the summary data in Fig. 7 , it appears that the subjects did not track as well in depth as they did in the horizontal and vertical dimensions. To further quantify the differences between tracking in each dimension, we used a measure of the strength of the relationship between the target and hand motion obtained when evaluating the time lag/lead for each dimension or plane.
As shown in Tables 4 and 5 , for both position and velocity, during all the shapes, the relationship between target and hand motions was very high in the X-and Z-dimensions, with correlation coefficients ranging from 0.996 to 0.922. In contrast, correlations between the target and hand motions in the Y-dimension (depth) were significantly lower than for both the X-and Z-dimensions, ranging from 0.849 to 0.628. Furthermore, as mentioned under Methods, compared with the X-and Z-dimensions, a much greater percentage of depth position and velocity data lacked a cross-correlation peak and thus were eliminated from this analysis (19% for depth position and 7% for depth velocity). Overall, these results indicate that the tracking in depth is not as good as tracking in the horizontal (X) and vertical (Z) dimensions for the Cassini shapes (Table 4) as well as the 4-Plane shapes (Table 5 ).
Discussion
We examined three main issues regarding subjects' ability to track, with the hand, targets moving in 3D. First, we examined the improvement during the course of tracking multiple cycles around a given shape: tracking improved during the first 3 s of the first cycle and then stabilized for the last 2 s and across cycles 2-4. We also examined the errors resulting from tight path curvatures (indents) and abrupt changes in target trajectory (bends); we documented the marked fluctuations in tracking performance due to the fact that these features were interspersed with smooth planar segments (Figs. 4, 5, 6, 8, 9 ). Finally, we compared tracking in depth to tracking in the frontal plane. As expected, tracking in depth differed both qualitatively and quantitatively: subjects showed little modulation in depth position and inferior target/hand correlations for both position and velocity. Statistical data to illustrate that the first cycle (''1'') revealed significantly larger errors than the other cycles for most measures Fig. 8 For Cassini shapes, the time lag for hand tracking improved gradually during the first 3 s. The schematic in a shows how instantaneous lag was calculated. The current hand position is labeled H t and the current target position is labeled T t . Distance was calculated between the current hand position and the target at all positions (before and including the current position). The pair that produced the least error was found, and the time difference between the pair was computed. This time difference is defined as the instantaneous lag. For the example shown, the lag is À80 ms. The instantaneous lags for four shapes (one subject) are shown in this figure (b-e), with increasing negative (lag) values plotted upwards. The vertical double lines show the time when the target was at the indents. The single vertical lines in c show the times when the target finished each semicircle and changed from horizontal to vertical planes. The lag for the first cycle is graphed with a thick line; the lags for cycles 2-4 are plotted with thin lines. We calculated the average instantaneous lag for all the Cassini shapes and compared the lag during the first cycle with the lag during the other three cycles (f). The first cycle is graphed with a thick red line, the average of all the other cycles with thin blue line (all subjects). The vertical hatching around each line represents the 95% confidence intervals. The vertical double lines show the times when the target was at the indent and the single vertical lines show the times of every possible bend Anticipatory tracking and internal models We were somewhat surprised to find that tracking improved so dramatically after 3 s (Figs. 6, 8) . In previous studies, steady-state performance in hand or eye tracking was reached after one or two brief trials (Barnes and Marsden 2002; Barnes et al. 2000) . It could be that improvements in the gain and lag of tracking simply require a certain amount of practice. However, in our study, we also noticed that for the Cassini shapes, 3 s corresponded to movement of the hand three-fifths of the distance around the shape. This put the hand beyond most of the bends and on its way into the second indent (see Fig. 8f ). Since the shapes were basically symmetrical, it seems possible that at the three-fifth point, the tracking system may have begun to draw upon an estimate of the remaining target path. This idea was reinforced by finding that in tracking the even more regular 4-Plane shape, performance improved after 2.3 s, during the second of four equally sized semicircles.
Visual reaction time during hand tracking is known to be about 100 ms (Smith and Bowen 1980; Zelaznik et al. 1983; Prablanc and Martin 1992) and therefore, lags better than À100 ms suggest some form of anticipation. In addition to the dramatic overall improvement after 3 s, subjects exhibited fluctuations between 0 and À300 ms lag, depending on specific features of the target trajectory. The full-cycle velocity lags calculated using cross-correlation (Fig. 7d) represent a compromise across epochs of the tracking performance with various lags. Thus the improvement from À150 ms overall lag in the first cycle to a value of À100 ms in cycles 2-4 indicates that beyond the first 3 s, numerous tracking epochs had lags substantially less than À100 ms (see Fig. 8 ). Shibata et al. (2005) have recently proposed a model of predictive smooth pursuit, which may also be applicable to anticipatory hand tracking. They simulated zero-lag oculomotor tracking of sine waves and velocity ramps using a recurrent neural network where weights were adjusted to learn future target velocities. Their algorithm was essentially similar to a Kalman filter and their implementation provided the tracking system with an ''internal model'' of target dynamics. Whether or not their simulation can learn more complex target trajectories remains an open question.
Other models of manual and smooth pursuit tracking do not incorporate the learning of target dynamics and instead, inputs related to current target velocity are used to derive an error signal to drive hand or eye acceleration (Engel and Soechting 2000; Churchland and Lisberger 2001) . These tracking models do not explain the relatively short tracking lags in the present study. Thus we propose that the short lags in our study may be due to the use of an internal target trajectory as the target for the tracking response. This ''internal model'' may simply represent a smooth continuation of a two-thirds power trajectory or could possibly incorporate higher order features such as the fact that the path is symmetrical and , we examined the magnitude of the error or lag during each section (subcycle) of the Cassini shapes. A section is defined as the part of a shape between possible bends; every shape has six sections (see Fig. 1a ). The highlighted areas in the schematics show the sections where we would expect more error and lag, if the bends were problematic. We compared the magnitude of the distance error (dis err) and speed error (second line from inside, spd err), frontal plane direction error (FP err), sagittal plane direction error (second line from outside, SP err) and instantaneous lag (ilag) during each section after each type of bend. The thick dashed lines indicate the sections where there was more error or a longer lag for each bend orientation (see Table 3 for  details) closed (i.e., that the target will return to its stating location).
Thus, the improvement in hand tracking after 3 s may be somewhat analogous to the gradual improvement in reaching movements as subjects form an ''internal model'' of the physical properties of a novel environment (e.g., Krakauer et al. 1999) . The concept of the internal model has been very valuable to the field of motor control (Wolpert et al. 1995; Desmurget and Grafton 2000) . The internal model is a mapping between the desired movement and the motor commands necessary to produce that movement. The proper mapping depends critically upon the physical properties of the object to be moved, and the brain is thought to store Statistical analysis of errors for position, speed, direction in frontal plane (FP) and sagittal plane (SP) and lag for the six sections of the Cassini shape between the bends (see Fig. 1a ). The hypothesis that the section of the cycle after a bend would have more error than the corresponding section where there was no bend was tested. The fourth column shows the results of a post hoc analysis. In each case, the type of shape predicted to have more error is listed in boldface type anticipated properties and use experienced properties to update this stored representation. Since hand tracking is essentially a process of interacting with a moving target, learning to anticipate features of the trajectory may be similar to internal model learning. An internal representation of the anticipated target trajectory would allow the system to predict and evaluate the expected consequence (i.e., the desired error reduction) of each incremental tracking movement.
Frequency response and pulsatile corrections
In the present set of experiments, target trajectories were designed to be unfamiliar but symmetric and therefore relatively easy to remember for reproduction (in the memory condition reported in Flanders et al. 2005) . The shapes were also broken into planar segments in accord with the hypothesis that it is easy to move the hand in a plane but difficult to change planes Soechting and Terzuolo 1987a, b) . For the tracking trials, we also chose to program the target to move in good approximation to the two-thirds power law (Lacquaniti et al. 1983; see Flanders et al. 2005) , and this resulted in trajectories with a range of speeds and curvatures, interspersed between sharp bends. As expected, subjects tracked better during the smooth segments (Viviani et al. 1987) . Some of the fluctuations in tracking performance within each cycle may essentially represent the ''frequency response'' of the tracking system, in that certain accelerations are beyond the capabilities of the system. As mentioned in Introduction, Kettner et al. (1996) evaluated the frequency response of 2D smooth pursuit eye movements and found a progressive increase in lag for higher frequency target motions. In our study, the abrupt bends may be regarded as high frequencies in the target trajectory. We found abrupt responses with prolonged reaction times (about 190 ms) following bends. We also found that tracking at the base frequency (0.2 Hz) had significantly less lag than tracking at a higher frequency (0.6 Hz).
Tracking in depth
Manual tracking was better in the horizontal and vertical dimensions than in the depth dimension. The positional and directional errors were greater in depth, and the target/hand correlations for both position and velocity were significantly worse in depth. We also reported a meager amplitude gain for depth position, a good response to relatively fast but smooth changes in depth velocity and a delayed response to abrupt changes in depth velocity (Fig. 4c, d ). The overall time lag for tracking depth velocity was similar to that for the horizontal and vertical dimensions (Fig. 7d) , but other aspects of the depth response seemed quite different.
Although it was not clear exactly how frontal plane and depth tracking would differ, differences were expected, due to the very different motion cues and the differential involvement of conjugate and vergence eye movements, for tracking in the frontal plane and tracking in depth, respectively. As mentioned in Introduction, oculomotor tracking is much better in the frontal plane than in depth (Gielen et al. 2004 ). Furthermore, the vergence eye movements are more variable than smooth pursuit, and the vergence system has complex interactions with the conjugate eye movement systems (Chaturvedi and Van Gisbergen 1998; Semmlow et al. 1998) . Assuming that the eye followed the target in our task, these complications in oculomotor control were expected to have a counterpart in hand-eye coordination and manual control.
However, in another sense, the poor performance in depth seems somewhat contrary to the well-known ability of humans to estimate time to contact for catching. Stereopsis and time to contact cues (i.e., the rate of retinal expansion) have been shown to strongly contribute to accurate catching performance (Mazyn et al. 2004; Savelsbergh et al. 1992 Savelsbergh et al. , 1993 . Recently, however, Zago et al. (2004) have pointed out that pure visual cues are not sufficient to explain subjects' behavior in a manual interception task. Instead, subjects' interception behavior relied heavily upon an internal model of a real ball falling with acceleration due to gravity or, alternatively, a video image of a ball moving downward with constant speed.
Studies of manual tracking in depth are hampered by the fact that real targets may come in physical contact with the hand, but virtual targets may lack some of the natural depth cues. In the present study, the virtual target provided strong size and disparity cues, but lacked other cues such as vergence and accommodation. Size cues provide good motion-in-depth signals to both the perceptual and the manual tracking systems (LopezMoliner et al. 2003) , but other motion-in-depth cues may be used differently depending on the (perceptual or motor) goal of the task (e.g., Harris and Drga 2005) . In spite of the limitations, however, one advantage to a virtual target display is that it can be programmed to present trajectories that systematically vary particular parameters and cause controlled gaps or perturbations Correlation values between target (4-Plane shape) and hand for position and velocity are given. Correlation values for the Y-dimension (depth) were significantly lower than for the other dimensions a ANOVAs were performed on Z-scores b Different than others in the target presentation. Future work can combine a more systematic analysis of trajectory parameters and perturbations with modeling/simulation studies (such as that of Shibata et al. 2005) .
